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The purpose of the presentation here is just to give a basic 

idea to extract some fields from the PDF file of the 

research paper for EXFOR compilation. 



Objectives
Create a base prototype using Python programming language

o To read the data from the PDF of research paper

o To scan the data for the following keywords
• DOI No., Authors Name, Institutes name 

o To compare and search the institute names in the TRANS Dictionary

o To write the Institute Codes in the EXFOR format



Methodology
Institute name could be extracted in two ways:

•OPTION 1: Scanning DOI number from the PDF or as input from 
the user and parsing the research paper website

•OPTION 2: Scanning the whole PDF and search the required data 
from the text



Methodology
The OPTION 2 of scanning the whole PDF looks more promising to even 
scan the FACILITY within the research paper in future.
We adopted OPTION 2 to perform the following tasks:
o Scanned the pdf using python inbuilt function PyPdf2.
o Scanned for the DOI number to obtain the Bibliography.
o Scanned the text for the institute names.



Methodology for scanning Institute
TEXT EXTRACTION from PDF: The code truncate the text up to Abstract to 
limit the search.  

o First it search country name and corresponding city within the text, say, 

Country_Name = CHINA, City_Name= LINFEN

o The keywords like Department, INST, UNIV, NAT, City_Name, 
Country_Name etc. will be used to search the lines containing institute 
name within the text. 



Methodology for scanning Institute
o After extracting institute name it create keywords from it
oFor example, if institute name is

“Institute of Modern Physics, Shanxi Normal University, Linfen, China”
Then the keywords, say KEY1, will be 
KEY1 :INST, MODERN, PHY, SHANXI, NORMAL, UNIV, LINFEN



Methodology for scanning Institute
Text extraction from TRANS DICTIONARY: In Trans Dictionary it extract 
lines using    Country_Name. 

For example, if Country Name is CHINA, 
It search for the Country code, i.e., Country_Code = 3CPR

o It extract all the text lines from TRANS Dictionary beginning with 
3CPR, such as,

3CPRSHN    (Shaanxi Normal Univ., Xian)                           3000000301095 
3CPRSIU      (Sichuan Univ., Chengdu)                               3000000301097 
3CPRSNU    (Shanxi Normal University, Linfen)                     3000000301098 



Methodology for scanning Institute
The code will search for keywords KEY1 within the extracted lines of 
TRANS Dictionary, i.e.,

3CPRSNU    (Shanxi Normal University, Linfen)      

If it could not find the code within TRANS Dictionary, it will return 
Country_Code = 3CPRCPR

#: We could also extract keywords from TRANS Dictionary to compare the 
institute text



Code has been run on four research papers from three 

different journals

o Chinese Journal of Physics

o Physical Review C

o Nuclear Physics A



Example 1



Output of Example 1

We are working on the refinement of the 
characters and words in proper format (e.g., 

TeX symbol, deletion of extra text etc.)



Example 2



Output of Example 2



Example 3



Output of Example 3

We are working on the refinement of the 
characters and words in proper format (e.g., 

TeX symbol, deletion of extra text etc.)



Example 4



Output of Example 4



Limitations
The code needs extensive refinement and could improve with testing on 
various research papers and journals.

Few limitations encountered in above four examples:

o Institute names written in language other than English give error 
sometimes.

o Could not provide author names on files in which DOI is missing.

o TRANS Dictionary file has also few short comes. 



Institute names in language other than English

Difference in the style 
of name written in 

article and dictionary 



Institute names in language other than English
The problem could be overcome by 
o searching text with initial and last alphabets in the city 
OR
o With the input from the compiler



Short comes in TRANS Dictionary file
o Abbreviations in the Institute code are not uniform. For example, 
oUniversity, Universitaet and Univ. are used at different places

Abbreviations in the institute code 
are not uniform. For example, 

•University, Universitaet and Univ. 
are used at different places
•Institute, Inst. etc.



Institute codes given in 
comments could also be 

properly coded



TRANS Dictionary

Above limitations were encountered while running the code for the 
examples. There could be more in future. Moreover

oTrans file could work better if modified in form of CSV file with the 
columns consisting of city names.

o CSV file could also be used to write the full name of the institute 
rather than fitting it in 55 columns.



Future work that could be done with collaborations

oIn case there is confusion between the Institute codes the compiler 
could be asked to choose the best option from the selected 
institutes.
oThe output could be saved in the database for future reference to 
make the code self learning from the inputs received.



The code could also be modified
oTo add the journal reference in the entry
oTo search for the FACILITY given in the research paper.
oTo search for a code under other keywords (e.g., DETECTOR, 
METHOD)

Future work that could be done with collaborations
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